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Water is the driving force of all nature!
Water cycle sustains life cycle!
Lighting up lives!
A strong woman stands up for herself and also for others!
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From Group COO’s Desk
We have continued with the balanced growth of the business in a planned way following sustainability
principles with complete commitment to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). We believe in
keeping environment, Society and governance elements at the center with a clear strategy of creating shared
value with our stakeholders. We strongly believe that we can only transform when we work with all
stakeholders and converge our ideas, efforts and resources. The critical stakeholders include communities
and environments surrounding our wind farms among others.
At Suzlon, this year despite the COVID challenges we are happy to share
that we have continued our sustainability journey with the same Suzlon
spirit.
The beginning of 2021 was very tough for the business, tougher for the
rural communities and other stakeholders, with the emergence from
the aftermath of the first wave and lockdown followed by the wave of
new delta variant of the Corona Virus. However it was also an
opportunity for resilience and that of collective hope.
Harnessing the undying Suzlon spirit of resilience, the CSR team along
with business team volunteers, implementation partners and the
community marched ahead even in these trying times for the health,
education, livelihood, environment by using an empowering approach.
We salute the stakeholders including employees, NGO partners,
neighborhood communities, local Government institutions, our
customers and other organizations for their collaborative spirit during the COVID crisis.
This year has been a great pride for us as we completed phase one of a Suzlon- Customer collaborative project
called Su-Jeevan. This successful partnership has been one of mutual learning and respect. This project had
elements of rejuvenating the spinning, weaving and embroidery craft of the Kutch heritage. The results of
this project within a year has been amazing with smiling faces of women showcasing their products made as
part of their livelihoods while sharing the happiness on receiving income by working from their own homes.
The CSR and Sustainability initiatives are steered by Suzlon Foundation for the Suzlon Group as the group’s
vision. I am fortunate to review it monthly and inspired to hear life changing stories of impact. Suzlon’s
leadership team has proactively shared views, appreciation and expectations for a impactful sustainable
program from time to time.
The focus in the year has been on empowering communities. The year 2021-22 saw Suzlon CSR reaching over
555 villages in India through low cost, high impact programs implemented by Suzlon Foundation. Our
sustained efforts of empowering communities to address their own developmental needs resulted in the
formation of over 500 Village Development Committees (VDCs) which are actively working towards positive
socio-economic changes at the village level. Out of these, 59 VDCs have now initiated start-ups of small social
businesses which help them generate revenues to reinvest in village social activities. This also gives them the
opportunity to live the experience of do –it-yourself (DIY) village development for their onward journey in
sustaining their village institutions.
The empowerment process extends to the specially-abled persons in the villages under our “Zero
dependency” program. A needs assessment is done and systematically year on year we have reached out to
them and supported them to live a life of dignity with mobility devices and meaningful livelihoods. This year
brought smiles to 61 specially-abled persons.
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Gender continued to be a major theme this year as well and we focused on strengthening the skills of 1500
Self Help Group women.
I am a firm believer of working with values of trust, creativity, diligent work and frugality in our organization
– values that have proved fruitful through the years and that our CSR teams have so sincerely embraced. For
at the grassroots level it is these values that have enabled us to forge strong relationships with our most
important stakeholder – communities in whose backyard the wind turbines stand. Everything that has been
achieved is thanks to the trust built by our team, who continue to amaze us with their commitment, ethics
and ability to get brings results in a difficult terrain with limited resources.
The strategic guidance from the proactive CSR committee and experienced board members provide us with
a steady compass for us to follow – charting an ambitious course to take the organization to all new heights.
We are humbled by the faith placed on us by our many partners, who have provided unwavering support
through the years. In particular I would like to thank corporates who have put faith in us and help us to
converge resources on and extend impact by implementing on their behalf .We value your partnership. We
are happy to have found likeminded people for these partnerships who has also realized the huge potential
to make a difference in rural India-that drop by drop we will soon make an ocean of prosperity.
May the distinctive and critical issues of rural India remain in the forefront as we bounce back from the
previous difficult years of COVID. This report aims to bring hope and light to the persons affected by them in
remote rural buried places whose stories need to be told to inspire, learn and replicate. We request your
continued support and goodwill as we move step by step with determination that we will not rest till we have
unleashed the untapped potential of the rural communities and make it a better world for all!

Thank You!
Mr. Vinod R Tanti
(Suzlon Group Chief Operating Officer)
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Foreword by Suzlon Foundation Head
The Suzlon Foundation CSR Annual Report 2021-22 is full of hope.
Faced with global adversity the Suzlon Spirit of resilience was
unleashed and translated into stories of hope. It is an opportunity
to cherish the new partnerships in the year gone by though the
year was packed with innumerable hurdles, challenges,
disappointments, and equally exciting achievements and
learnings.
I take great pride in our achievements our team, our communities
and the progress we have made in these tough situations. All have
stepped out of their comfort zones with innovation to ensure that
we give our very best in the face of adversity in fact raising the
programs to greater heights.
We have our eyes firmly set on catching up the lost time due to
COVID for there is much work to be done to regain lost ground as
we engage, empower and sustain.
Amidst other village development interventions as a whole emphasis has been placed this year on
empowering the Village Development Committees (VDCs), Women, Specially-abled persons and women
among others.
As we leap ahead we pledge that we will forge partnerships and expand outreach and deepen our impacts.
We will only carry the learnings from the difficult past few years and look ahead with positive and hope to
rekindle the lives of rural India.
This report had been possible with collective thoughts, actions, inspiration and perseverance of all the
stakeholders, and I thank them wholeheartedly!

Thank You!
Dr. Jasmine Sofia Gogia
(Head – Suzlon Foundation)
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About Suzlon & Suzlon Foundation
Founded in 1995, Suzlon is one of the leading global renewable energy solution providers. Over the past two
decades, Suzlon has installed over 19.4 GW of wind energy in 17 countries across six continents.
The Suzlon Group comprises of Suzlon Energy Limited and its various subsidiaries. The Group’s vision for
growth is driven by the concept of sustainable development. In recent years, Suzlon has developed strong
competencies in solar power too and plans to offer Wind-Solar hybrid solutions. Its global wind installations
alone help in reducing more than 49.91 million tonnes of CO2 emissions every year.
The Suzlon Group’s manufacturing footprint is spread across India and covers 14 facilities. In India, Suzlon is
a market leader with 100+ wind farms and an installed capacity of over 13,450 MW. It has developed some
of Asia’s largest operational onshore wind farms in nine states including Gujarat, Rajasthan, Maharashtra and
Tamil Nadu. The Group’s diverse client portfolio includes power utilities and electricity producers in both the
private and public sectors.
The Suzlon Group aims to make renewable energy both simple and cost effective for customers. In fact,
Suzlon pioneered the 'Concept to Commissioning' model in wind energy, enabling it to meet the breadth and
depth of customer requirements across the renewable energy value chain.
Sustainable development is the principle that drives Suzlon’s plethora of initiatives to protect the
environment, strengthen communities and drive responsible growth. Suzlon is headquartered at Pune in
western India. The headquarter office, One Earth, is a Platinum LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environment
Design) certified building. It is also accredited to GRIHA 5-star rating and is considered to be one of the
greenest corporate campuses in the world.
Suzlon Foundation began its journey in December 2007. Registered as a section 8 non-profit organization,
Suzlon Foundation was setup to direct the CSR activities of Suzlon group. We work with the motto of
‘Sustainable Development for Sustainable Economy’, thus working in tandem with the Group’s vision of
“Powering A Greener Tomorrow”. Suzlon Foundation ensures that the Group incorporates sustainability as
a guiding principle in their business policies and practices. By ensuring this synergy and understanding the
reach and capacity of the Group, the Foundation has categorized each of the activities conducted under the
umbrella of CSR into one of six thematic areas i.e., Environment, Empowerment, Health, Livelihood, Education
and Civic Amenities. We believe that sustainability lies at the heart of all our operations and is thus integrated
while designing all our collaboration with stakeholders as we progress on our journey over time. This
sustainability model of Suzlon Foundation is called “Suz-Tain”.
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Reach & Results
During FY 22, Suzlon conducted over 3,582 impactful CSR activities and touched lives in 555 villages reaching
over 30,00,000 villagers and 10,00,000 households. The CSR activities are focused on six key areas
- Environment, Empowerment, Health, Livelihood, Education and Civic Amenities. These activities were
undertaken in consultation with communities and in collaboration with 73 institutions such as Government,
private and corporate foundations. Additionally, Suzlon’s CSR programs received ₹ 2.06 Crore of co-funding
from other stakeholders like employees, customers and community members.

Reach:

State
Gujarat

Population

Villages

2132397

113

Karnataka

234851

53

Madhya Pradesh

116431

80

Rajasthan- Jodhpur

152961

97

Tamil Nadu

86305

76

Telangana

7896

5

Andhra Pradesh

112763

34

Maharashtra

150733

94

24582

3

3018919

555

Daman
Total
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Results:

2,083 KG

29,061

PLASTIC WASTE
COLLECTED & RECYCLED

TREES PLANTED

74

500 +

SHG WOMEN
PARTICIPATED IN
LEADERSHIP TRAINGING

270000

HOURS OF
CONVENTIONAL ENERGY
SAVINGS THROUGH
SOLAR INSTALLATIONS

26, 59,039 CUM
WATER CONSERVED

61

VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEES
STRENGTHENED

SPECIALLY- ABLED
SUPPORTED

2298

6855

ANIMALS BENEFITTED
THROUGH ANIMAL
HUSBANDRY INITIATIVES

FARMERS
REACHED THROUGH
LIVELIHOOD ACTIVITIES

16466

STUDENTS SUPPORTED THROUGH EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES
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Suzlon’s CSR Approach
CSR Goals and Strategy
Suzlon embodies its core values in its corporate goals to ensure a better world for all

1. Having minimal impact on
the natural environment

2. Enabling local communities
to develop their potential

3. Empowering employees to be
responsible civil society members

4. Committing ourselves to
ethical business practices that
are fair to all the stakeholders

ENGAGE

We engage our stakeholders in all phases of our work

EMPOWER

We empower them by building their capacities so that
they are able to take decisions related to their
development

SUSTAIN

We sustain the programs by creating ownership among the
stakeholders through engagement and empowerment
processes

Suz-Tain Model
Suzlon Foundation believes in addressing the ongoing social and climate change issues through an integrated
approach that has been developed over the years through its experiential learning. This integrated approach
is unique CSR model ‘Suz-Tain’ developed by the Foundation that overlaps various initiatives in the same
geographical area so that outcomes of these initiatives can be consolidated and lead to long term sustainable
development of the community and environment. Over the time this framework has evolved and matured
from initially being a donor-beneficiary approach to partnership approach for the development of the
communities. The partnership approach brings together all the stakeholders to realise the common objective
of bringing sustainable development interventions at village level.
SUZLON FOUNDATION CORPORATE
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The long - term objective of the Suzlon
Foundation
for executing CSR programmes in the
remote rural areas is, to form and
empower
Village
Development
Committees (VDC) so that in long term
VDCs can identify and address the village
needs and steer the development
process of the village independently.

The medium - term objective of the Foundation is to address other significant
“ZERO” needs in the rural areas that are very critical but not the immediate basic
needs of the majority and not openly articulated by the people. And these needs
are of the stakeholders who are powerless and are excluded from the
development process.
The short-term objective of the Foundation is to address the immediate
requirement of the society through an integrated solution that is diverse, unique
and
customised
as
per
the
village
needs.
The CSR projects are operated using 5 capitals namely financial, natural, social,
human and physical. The Suz-Tain model applies the Transformative
(Transforming the process), Responsive (Responding to the impacts created) and
Proactive (going beyond business border) approach for planning the projects and
‘Engage, Empower and Sustain’ strategy to implement them. The output and
outcome of theses projects are collectively reported through 6 main working
themes: Environment, Empowerment, Education, Livelihood, Health, Civic
Amenities
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Addressing UN-Sustainable Development Goals
Sustainability encompasses environmental, social and economic dimensions for achieving lasting prosperity.
Suzlon acknowledges the fact that the future generations have similar rights as the current one, therefore it
works towards integration of environmental, social, and economic values into business operations and in
community development initiatives. Suzlon subscribes to the Sustainable Development Goals which are
articulated by the United Nations. Suzlon through its CSR programmes is diligently working towards
addressing all the 17 SDGs in some form or other. The major emphasis is on working towards ending poverty,
food security, education, gender equality, water-energy access, infrastructure, employment, reduce
inequalities, influence production patterns, combat mitigate climate change and promote inclusive societies.
Suzlon through its product like wind turbine generators aids in mitigating environmental degradation
significantly across the globe.
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CSR Focus Areas
Since its inception in 2007, Suzlon Foundation has never considered the activities to be taken up under CSR
as something to be implemented to fulfill the mandatory requirements but something which would directly
result into environment protection and empowerment of stakeholders like the weaker sections of the
society, employees ets,. Suzlon Foundation has successfully developed and implemented projects, under
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), in 555 villages from 9 states in India.
Suzlon had a well-defined approach to arrive at the focus areas as under:1: Determining Strategic Focus Area – Using Suzlon Vision as a guiding principle and its Mission to keep on
track the CSR goals have been inclusive of environment, communities, employees and other stakeholders.
2: Determining Geographical focus areas – The states and villages are selected and prioritized through
business unit consultation and are based on four indicators namely business presence (number of wind
turbines and megawatts installed), stage of wind energy production cycle (land procurement, project
installation or operation and maintenance); community development index and community engagement
status. They are further ratified by the CSR team to ensure that it is fair to the community.
3: Determining thematic focus areas – Based on the negative impacts of the wind energy cycle on the villages
such as land procurement (responsible use of land), infrastructure development ( carbon offset by plantation),
product manufacturing (innovative products from waste), commissioning (neighborhood community
development), power evacuation (enhancing renewable energy access in neighborhood villages) etc.
4: Determining the focus for initiatives and activities within the theme
a.

Community and Stakeholder Consultation

b.

Gaps in the national development programs and schemes

c.

News in Media provides insights on the civil society perceptions

d.

Employee & community satisfaction survey also provides an insight and ideas for determining activity
focus areas.

e.

Resource considerations

f.

Unaddressed community expectations that come as requests or through as community grievances
are also taken into consideration.

g.

Disasters like COVID pandemic – The COVID scenario led to modifications of the focus areas and
activities in the recent past.

Thus an iterative top down and bottom up multistakeholder comprehensive consultative process leads to
higher stakeholder satisfaction levels and eventually the
sustainability of the initiatives.
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CSR initiatives
The real impact of the CSR initiative is much beyond the numbers. These community development initiatives
have set off a chain of transformation in the neighborhood villages of Suzlon. In these villages, slowly and
steadily, a revolution has been initiated towards environment protection and empowerment. Suzlon
Foundation is proud to be the catalyst for this change.
These initiatives have been implemented directly by Suzlon Foundation and also in association with credible
NGO partners.
The following initiatives were implemented in the reporting period:

1.

Empowerment Initiatives:
Village Development Committees (VDCs) informal
associations of people who choose to come together to find
ways to improve the living conditions of their village. It can
be defined as self- governed, peer controlled information
group of people with similar socio-economic geographical
background and having a desire to
collectively perform common action to
Activities undertaken as part of this initiative in the year:
resolve common issues with a larger
purpose for their village. Villages face
With VDC (Village Development Committees)
numerous problems related to health,
• Capacity building of VDCs
education, environment, livelihood,
• Support for Income Generation Activities (IGA) of
empowerment and civic amenities.
these VDCs.
These problems cannot be tackled at an
With Women
individual level and need collective
efforts. Thus VDC can become a vehicle
• Support for sewing machines and stitching training
of change for the village development.
• Establishing SHG (Self Help Group) and lending to
needy women for their own small businesses

Suzlon had formed over 500 VDCs
• Trainings
(Village Development Committee) and
o Training and seeds support to women for Kitchen
these due to the pandemic there was a
Garden.
need
for
renewed
efforts
in
o Training to women for making craft items and for
strengthening the village development
preparing artifacts from palm leaves
committees (VDC) in 8 states of India.
o Training to women for making re-usable sanitary
Focus was given to select VDCs on
pads and marketing of sanitary pads
priority. In a structured manner, these
o Training for preparing and marketing cleaning
have aligned with the 7-stage
liquids
empowerment process and also VDC
meetings have been conducted. After
ascending to stage four, 59 VDCs have started livelihood activities like palm craft, agro-service centre,
music system rental, construction tool rental, computer training centre, traditional grain seed sale and
tailoring unit etc. 53 out of 59 VDCs (90%) are in a profitable stage and will soon be able to contribute
financially to the village development. Suzlon firmly believes that these VDCs will soon start working
towards sustainable development of the villages after Suzlon Foundation exits, to focus on other
strategic needs. Additionally, Suzlon has consistently worked towards empowering rural women to
make them financially and socially independent through the Self Help Groups (SHG). The purpose of
this initiative is to improve women’s participation and development. This will further up-lift their
families and villages. This year, Suzlon supported over 1500 SHG women members through SHG
awareness and training sessions. 10 villagers were trained in RO (Reverse osmosis) plant management
SUZLON FOUNDATION CORPORATE
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in Andhra Pradesh. Exposure visit for 27 SHG Leaders was organized to learn a new innovation in
Gujarat State. 11,030 volunteers were trained regarding awareness about available resources under
Government schemes in Gujarat. 74 SHG members participated in leadership training. 12,135 Villagers
were aware of the status of their village happenings due to installation of 33 notice boards in the
Gujarat State. Due to 14 sound systems installed in the villages in Gujarat state, there was increase in
community mobilization.

2.

Environment Initiatives:
In FY 22, Suzlon Foundation planted 29,061 trees of 63
different local species. The fruit, fodder, and shade
giving trees, horticulture and agroforestry plants
enrich the biodiversity, enhance health, and improve
livelihoods. Almost 60% of plants survived due to
committed caretakers and well-defined monitoring
plans. 200 Tree guard protection were provided for
the survival of roadside trees. 500 trees were planted
with less water by using drip irrigation system.
Through water and soil moisture conservation
activities Suzlon conserved 26, 59,039 cubic meters of
water mainly in the drought prone areas. Suz-HOOK,
Activities undertaken as part of this
initiative in the year:
developed to bring behavioural change in the rural
households under the ‘Zero Garbage’ programme,
Water
resulted in the collection and recycling of 2,083 Kgs of
• De-silting of ponds and conservation of
plastic waste. Under ‘Zero Sparrow Deaths’
water resources
programme Suzlon installed 10,444 bird conservation
• Building check-dams in the villages
units like nests, water troughs and bird
• Rain water harvesting
feeders, benefiting 49,531 birds. ‘Save the sparrows’
campaign was launched and 930 stakeholders
Air
participated with 1718 bird conservation activities
• Tree plantation, protection and survival
being carried out that benefited 5,770 birds of various
Earth
species.1,355 stakeholders were involved in 87
• Cleanliness drives
activities in the World Environment Day celebrations.
• Zero plastic waste drives
2,508 Kgs of recyclable waste materials were
converted into innovative products like Library
• Introduction of 'Suz-hook' for collecting
plastic waste
Cupboard, Roof for house, dustbin, bird nest and bird
feeder. These are useful for students, birds and
• Innovative items prepared from the
waste material.
people. Over 27,000 villagers benefited from the
increase in water availability due to water
conservation and recharge structure based
interventions like check dam repair, bore-well recharge, and pond desilting. In Karnataka, LED (Light
Emitting Diode) bulb support for street light and Solar Home UPS (Uninterruptible power supply) was
provided. 4,331 cloth bags were provided to the villagers and shop keepers to avoid plastic bag usage.
119 dustbins were placed to collect 5 kgs of garbage per month benefitting more than 11,000 villagers.
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3.

Livelihood initiatives:
This year Suzlon has focused on farmers under the livelihood
initiatives reaching over, 6855 farmers. 9,602 horticulture
plants were provided to 1,100 farmers. Agriculture pipeline
support was given to 120 farmers in Maharashtra. This
resulted in 2,00,000 litres of increased water availability. 70
farmers in Maharashtra yielded 20,000 kgs fodder through
fodder development for better health and
production from cattle. In Madhya
Activities undertaken as part of this initiative in the year:
Pradesh income increased for 20 farmers
Farmer Training
due to Front line demonstration plots. In
Madhya Pradesh and Karnataka 154
• IABLP (Integrated Agriculture Based Livelihood
farmers cultivated green fodder for
Program) for farmers
increase in milk production. 112 villagers /
• Organic farming
SHG members benefitted under tailoring
• Green fodder cultivation
unit as Income Generation activity
• De-composer liquid demonstration
through SHG/VDC in Gujarat, AP and
• Kisan Pathshala (farmer field schools)
• Animal Vaccination awareness sessions
Tamilnadu. 5,231 farmers produced over
2,00,000 kg manure and thereby were
Farmer Input Support
able to increase their income due to Liquid
decomposer support. Cumulative income
• Fodder development and distribution
• Horticulture unit development
increased for 24 VDC by ₹ 2.50 Lac through
• Pipeline support to farmers
various VDC Income Generation activities
• Bag compost production
as they had already reached stage 4 of the
• Seeds distribution
VDC empowerment milestone. 2,298
• Animal camps
animals were treated through vaccination
and 750 livestock animals fed by fodder
Women Training & Input
distribution. 500 SHG members supported
• Kala Cotton spinning, weaving & stitching
for Networking of SHG products through
• Heritage Embroidery
common
commerce
platform
in
• Tailoring
Tamilnadu state.
•
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In Kutch 49 village women & 8 prisoners (under rehabilitation program) revived Kala Cotton spinning
Craft based Livelihood, a traditional craft and sustained the traditional craft practices and 85 village
women participated through an intervention to make new goods from waste plastic. Also Capacity
building of 278 embroidery crafts women for working with commercial markets in villages of Lakhpat
region was done to sustain embroiderers and their rich craft heritage. Sewing Machine support was
provided to 25 women as livelihood support. Two Sewing machine centres with 30 sewing machines
were established for tailoring training for over 600 women. 25 women were provided Groundnut Oil
Processing Machine support to process 200 kgs groundnut oil in Gujarat.

4.

Health Initiatives:
During FY 22, total 19,649 patients were treated. 7,316
women were reached under different health initiatives, 1,531
patients were covered under Health camps. The provision of
kitchen gardens for 21 households enabled access to healthy
and nutritious vegetables. 11 Mattresses were provided to
Orphanage for better comfort.180 women received Electric
Cooktop support resulting into
drudgery reduction. Distribution of
Activities undertaken as part of this initiative in the year:
Government approved sanitary pads
Health awareness
to 337 women & reusable cloth pad
• Health awareness camps for adolescent girls and women
distribution to 805 women enabled
• Anganwadi ( court-yard shelter, a center for prevention of
access to feminine hygiene products
child malnutrition) health awareness
in Gujarat State. In Gujarat, Open
• COVID awareness sessions
Gym support facilitated 230 children
to perform various types of exercises
Health Clinics & camps
resulting in better health status.
• General Health camps for villagers
•

Blood Pressure and Blood sugar ( Diabetes) diagnosis camp

In Gujarat state, Suzlon treated 560
• Suzlon Community Clinic
patients through supply of Vitamin C
Health Support
& Zinc as a preventive action
promoting better heath. Also
• COVID kits support
awareness and counselling sessions
• Reusable pads for women
on Personal Hygiene and Sanitation
were conducted for students in
Andhra Pradesh and Anganwadi Health Awareness Sessions were conducted for pregnant women in
Andhra Pradesh, Telangana and Rajasthan state. Blood Pressure and Sugar diagnostic camps were
conducted for villagers in the Karnataka state.
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Suzlon community clinics manned by Suzlon Doctors in Satara, Gudhepanchgani, Harpanahali,
Jaisalmer, Radhpuram, Bogampatty, Pune and Jodhpur have serviced 6862 community patient visits
free of cost in Suzlon neighborhood area.

5.

Education Initiatives:
During the financial FY 22, 16,466 students were supported through various activities.
56 students benefitted with better posture due to supply of school benches. 748
students stood much to gain from school furniture and fixtures.
In Gujarat, 676 students learned
computer skills. Education kits consisting
of notebooks and accessories were
provided to 5,161 students. In Karnataka
2 students were provided bicycle support
for timely transportation to school. 765
students in Andhra Pradesh and Gujarat
received better knowledge through
school awareness program.
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Activities undertaken as part of this initiative in the year:
Support to schools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Furniture (benches, cupboards)
Equipment (computers) support
Digital E-learning system
Notebooks and pens
Educational fees for children of Covid victims
Education kits
Sports kits
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6.

Civic amenities Initiatives:
Light Emitting Diode (LED) blubs were provided to 300
households, 60 LED Bulb Support was provided for street
lights, 5 Solar Street Lights, two Solar Lighting for School
benefitting 60 students and solar home UPS (Uninterrupted
power supply) was supported to 51 families. Due to this, there
was a saving of over 2,70,000 hours of conventional energy.
10,950 cubic meter of water was made potable for drinking
purpose for 30 Fire Service Department Personnel in Andhra
Pradesh. 10,000 cubic meter of drinking water was made
available for 200 villagers in Block development office through
installation of fully automatic Drinking Water Cooler in Gujrat. 5,000 cubic meter water became
available through fully automatic Drinking Water Cooler for 1,500 villagers in Gujarat. Paucity of water
storage structures was reduced for 72 villagers and
20 cubic meter water available through water tank
installation in Gujrat. . 3,000 cubic meter water
Activities undertaken as part of this initiative in
the year:
became available through Water tank Installation in
school for 60 students in Gujarat. In Andhra
Solar & LED amenities
Pradesh 9,000 cubic meters water was made
available for 70 villagers through bore well pump
• Solar UPS for homes
installation.
• Solar lights for schools and street lights
Health status of 3,000 patients was monitored
through Tablet computer support to 2 Primary
Health Centres (PHCs) at Gujarat. 2,237 youths are
using sports kits. 65 Anganwadis received
equipment support covering 1,582 children.
Community shed was constructed in Gujarat for
get-togethers of villagers for one village benefitting
1,105 villagers. Play material kit was provided for 45
children at Anganwadi (child care centre) in
Gujarat. 854 innovative products out of waste
conversion were found to be useful by households,
students, and birds. 3 closed-circuit television.
(CCTV) cameras were installed in 3 police stations to
detect the crime/ accidents on roads. 61 specially
abled persons were supported with interventions
like hearing machine, wheel chair, small shops,
walking crutches and stick etc. for better quality of
life. They also received livelihood support in the
form of sewing machine, cow, goat and buffalo
Cow Shed was constructed for 300 cows in Gujarat.
Goushala Support-Trolley for food was provided in
Madhya Pradesh that benefited 1,200 cows
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•

LED lamps for street lights in the
villages

•

LED lamps supported to individual
families

Water amenities
•

Drinking water cooler at block

•

Water tank in school

•

Community Bore-well pump

Equipment & Infrastructure amenities
•

Tablet computer to PHC for health
monitoring

•

Sports kit for youth

•

Equipment’s for Anganwadi

•

Village Community shed

•

Mobility & Livelihood devices for
specially abled

•

Cow Shed

•

Fodder collection trolley

•

Innovative products from waste
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7.

Response to Disasters:
During the pandemic and the intermittent lockdown,
activities to prevent the spread of coronavirus disease.
(COVID-19) and mitigate its impacts were implemented.
During
this year over 4,3000 villagers received COVID-19
Control Kit support, which consists of Hand
Activities undertaken as part of this initiative in
Sanitizer, Hand Gloves, Pulse Oxi-meters and
the year:
Temperature Screening Guns, Masks along with
• Covid control kit to stakeholders
awareness sessions about this pandemic were
• Covid awareness sessions
conducted frequently. 937 persons were tested in
PHC in Gujarat through COVID-19 Rapid Antigen
• Covid rapid antigen testing kits to PHC
kits that were provided and also Laboratory testing
• Laboratory testing equipment
equipment support (AGD SEMI AUTO.ANALYSER)
• Refrigerator
was provided to Ayush Seva Sansthan Hospital
• PPE to sanitary workers
Pandhro catering to the poor to conduct tests of
• Women trained in Mask and reusable
COVID-19 and other patients. Refrigerator was
sanitary pad
provided to Health Department Gujarat to store
different types of medicines to treat COVID-19
patients. 20 personal protective equipment (PPE)
kits were provided to sanitary workers in Tamilnadu. Training was provided to women for making
Reusable cloth sanitary pads & reusable masks resulted that resulted in increase in income. Reusable
cloth masks were also distributed to 6,630 villagers. 357 women benefitted under Revolving Fund
support for Providing Reusable Sanitary Pads.
The entire wind industry was impacted by CoVID19 pandemic. Suzlon as a group had to face delays
attributable to the disrupted supply chain.
The health of the employees and families was affected due to the infection resulting in sickness
absenteeism and anxiety. The CSR execution was affected due to diversion of some funds to PM cares
COVID fund for the nation. However funds were leveraged from customers and essential grocery
support was provided to the needy villagers. Various measures have been taken in order to recover
from the impact of CoVID19 by the government and by the group. Person power availability was a
concern initially when the movement was completely restricted but since most of our sites are located
in remote locations, the group was able to manage daily essential site activities while respecting
lockdown related protocols and ensuring social distancing practices. To ensure better person power
availability, the group has been very active in supporting the employees by setting up vaccination
camps, providing essential medical facilities and educating the workforce about the pandemic.
Fund has been instituted where employees have donated for Suz Covid fund and it is matched by
Suzlon and the fund is provided to those who have had financial loss and for the surviving family of
deceased employee. In addition while renegotiating the annual insurance contract, it has been
renegotiated to make it more robust to address the impacts of COVID.
The focus and speed of communication and advice prevented high degree of morbidity and mortality
in employee and associates. Tie ups have been established with health care institutions for the future
efficient management of such disaster.
Innovations that were made often from waste material for contact less handwashing, door opening,
communication and other day to day activities which are still sustained and will continue to provide
positive impact and prevent similar transmissible infection.
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CSR interventions now have Community COVID awareness and support to local health care settings as
part of the annual plan.

8.

Employee volunteering and employee giving:
The FY 22, Suzlon through its CSR employee volunteering and
giving program brought some solace to the families of
employees who lost their sole bread winners; eased the
burden of medical expenses of others suffering from Cancer
& COVID-19; financially supported family members of
deceased employees due to COVID-19 pandemic
through Suz-COVI-19 funds; Initiated rehabilitation
support to 200 women/girls rescued from trafficking
by providing essential daily use items; enhanced
Activities undertaken as part of this initiative
access to Computer based e-learning system
in the year:
transforming learning for rural students; brought
hope and mobility to the specially-abled people with
• Financial support to families of deceased
suitable devices.
employees
5,878 Suzlon employees including contract staff
participated this FY 22 in various CSR initiatives by
contributing 45,262 person hours. 683 employees
contributed a total of ₹ 55.31 Lac through 1,320
instances of voluntary donation towards social and
environmental initiatives. The employees and
families donated towards crowd funding to
generate resources to purchase and donate
computers to 2 needy village schools.

•
•
•
•

Educational support to children of COVID
victims in villages
Rehabilitation support to women/girls
rescued from trafficking
E- learning systems for rural students
Mobility devices for specially abled

Additionally, with facilitation from the CSR team 240 employees, part of 17 business teams, 4 vendor
teams and 1 International Business team have donated directly at the point of intervention to the
villages.
Support was provided for the rehabilitation of 9 flood affected employees of August 2019 by creating
livelihood options through interventions like Sewing Machine, Flour Mill machine etc. 5 sewing
machines were supported by an employee family to enhance sewing skills and thereby to increase
livelihood opportunities for Orphanage girls.
In Tamilnadu, education support was provided through funds from employees of Suzlon, Germany, for
the education of 10 children of COVID-19 victims.
Employees of Suzlon have actively supported the above mentioned projects, in the form of employeehours spent for these activities, as also through donations. The employee involvement has truly
provided impetus to the journey, as the CSR projects have become 'projects by all, projects for all'.
Since Volunteers are those who invest their time and skill for the greater good without seeking any
returns…a noble deed indeed! Suzlon CSR salutes the immense contributions of our 2021-22
volunteers towards Suzlon CSR. Suzlon has presented a badge of honour to top volunteers from each
business vertical as follows:
Suzlon CSR gold badge of honour – CSR champion
Suzlon CSR silver badge of honour – CSR ambassador
Suzlon CSR bronze badge of honour – CSR supporter
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Volunteers Participation in CSR since
Year 2009-10 to Year 2021-22
80000
70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0

Year Year
09-10 10-11

Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year Year
11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 17-18 18-19 19-20 20-21 21-22
Volunteering (Person Hours)

Volunteers (#)

*Volunteers includes employees and contract workforce
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Stakeholders
Suzlon CSR Committee
Suzlon has constituted Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Committee as per the requirements of Section
135 of the Companies Act, 2013. During the financial year under review, the CSR Committee was required to
be reconstituted once w.e.f. April 1, 2019. The CSR Committee comprises of three members out of whom the
Chairman is an Executive Director and two other members are Non-executive Directors (including one
Independent Director). The Board of Directors has approved the CSR policy which is available on the
Company’s website (www.suzlon.com). The CSR committee meeting was held on 11th Nov 2021
Name of the Members

Chairman/Members

Mr. Tulsi R. Tanti

Chairman

Mr. Girish R. Tanti

Member

Mr. Per Hornung Pedersen

Member

Remarks

Inducted as member w.e.f. April 1, 2019

Suzlon Foundation Governing Board Members
Suzlon Foundation is mandated to lead the CSR initiatives of the Suzlon Group. It is registered under section
8 of Companies Act 2013. And it has been granted registration under section 12A (a) of Income Tax Act
(Exemption), New Delhi. Suzlon Foundation is recognized under Section 80-G (5) (VI) of the Income Tax
(Exemptions) Department, New Delhi. It is certified that no Suzlon Foundation Board members received any
honorarium or fee for their services to Suzlon Foundation. Board of directors met 5 (Five) times in FY 202122 on 3rd May 2021, 25th June 2021, 16th July 2021, 24th November 2021 and 21st March 2022 Board. 2
members were present at the board meetings.
Name

DIN

Gender

Since year

Mr. Ranjitsinh A. Parmar

2613

Male

2007

Mr. Harish H. Mehta

2753

Male

2007

Suzlon Leadership
The CSR policy was formulated in consultation with the Suzlon top management and further approved by the
board to adopt the CSR policy officially. The CSR committee was constituted subsequently and meets
annually. Meeting of CSR team members is held annually with senior management.
The CEO (Chief Executive Officer) is the highest voluntary contributor in the 2021-22 CSR payroll donation
drive. Communication of top 10 donors including his name has motivated more employees to contribute.
The CSR committee’s recommendation to approach customers for funds led to support from CEO that finally
resulted in customer funds for CSR in Gujarat in 2021-22. Monthly CSR meetings are held with the COO and
these provide opportunities to integrate CSR into business operations. These are formal structured CSR
review meetings with the COO (Chief Operating officer) who provides inputs and support for CSR alignment
with the business units; resolves operational issues; shares the forecasted business expansion plan to keep
CSR alert. These meetings have led to the adoption of CSR index (employee volunteering), Sustainability score
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into the score card (linked to business unit performance along with other business parameters and
Performance Linked Incentive pay out) of business verticals of the company. Suzlon has a policy which
mandates every employee to contribute towards employee volunteering for 2 working days. The CSR index
is part of the evaluation parameter in the business excellence model that has 10 CSR parameters and is
monitored by top management every quarter just like other parameters of production, service, safety etc. It
is presented by quality team for all verticals to the top management & COO.
Senior management tracks the progress of CSR initiatives and the stages of Village Development Committee
(VDC) empowerment and it is a major point of discussion in the CSR committee review meetings. Top
management provides a platform for CSR team during strategic review meetings of business teams to update,
influence and integrate CSR in business processes. Outcomes of the meetings with senior management are
conveyed to the CSR field teams. Annual strategic business reviews and leadership meets by top management
have included CSR in their agenda as well which allows top management to discuss the impact of investment
in the meetings periodically. Top management also reviews CSR activities during site business visits.

Suzlon Foundation staff and their range of salary:
The Suzlon foundation team has support from CSR team members of Suzlon Group. Together the team is
called the Suzlon CSR team.
SF Staff Salary (Per Month)

Male

Female

Total

50000-100000

1

1

Above 100000

2

2

Total

3

10000-50000

Implementation & Collaboration Partners
In the financial year the implementation partnerships were forged with the following partners in addition to
direct implementation by Suzlon CSR team:
State

Partner

Complete Name

Andhra Pradesh

MASS

Mass Education & Organisation Society.

Gujarat

VMVF

Shree Vivekanand Mahila Vikas Federation

Gujarat

Khamir

Kachchh Heritage Arts Music and Integrated Resources

Gujarat

Qasab

Qasab

Gujarat

JV Naria

Swa Jentilal Vasanji Naria Education and
Charitable Trust Jamnagar

Gujarat
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State

Partner

Complete Name

Tamilnadu

AIRD

Association For Integrated Rural Develppment

Tamilnadu

Gramodhaya

Gramodhaya Social Service Society

Karnataka

NEEDS

Navodaya Educational and Environment Development Service

Rajasthan – Jodhpur

NIDAN

Native Institute of Desert Awareness& Knowledge

Maharashtra

Adhar

Adhar Samajik Apang Niradhar Paritaktya Vikas Seva sanstha

Maharashtra

Nalanda

Nalanda Bal Vikas And Magasvargia Mahila Vikas Mandal

Maharashtra

Swayam

Swayam Samajik Vikas Sanstha

Maharashtra

PSPS

Prakash Shikshan Prasarak Sanstha

All State

Government

Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Handicraft, Water , Health ,
Forest, Education departments

Select states

Other
Stakeholders

Customers & vendors
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Awards and Accolades
Year for
which the
award
received

Sr.
No.

Name of Awarding / Rating / Certifying
Organisation

Name of Award / Rating /
Certification / Theme

1

Received Civic Award from Bombay Chamber of
Commerce under Social Development Category

Social Development Category

2010-11

2

Received recognition from FE-EVI as “Green
Business Leader”

“Green Business Leader”

2010-11

3

Received Aajtak Care Award under Environment
Category

Environment Category

2011-12

4

Received Asia’s Best CSR Practices Award from
CMO Asia

Best CSR Practices Award

2011-12

5

Business World-FICCI Corporate Social
Responsibility Award in recognition of the
commendable work done by Suzlon as a socially
responsible company

socially responsible company

2011-12

6

CII-ITC Sustainability Awards: Commendation for
Significant Achievement in Corporate Social
Responsibility for Commendable Results from
Deploying Policies and Processes in Category A

Deploying Policies and
Processes in Category A

2013-14

7

50 Most Caring Companies of India from World
CSR Day

50 Most Caring Companies of
India

2014-15

8

50 Most Talented Sustainability Leaders to Suzlon
Foundation Head, Dr Jasmine Gogia, from World
CSR Day

50 Most Talented
Sustainability Leaders

2014-15

9

50 Most Influential Sustainability Leaders, Dr
Jasmine Gogia - Head - CSR, Sustainability &
Occupational Health by CISCO, India Sustainability
Leadership Summit & Awards

50 Most Influential
Sustainability Leaders

2014-15

10

CII-ITC Centre of Excellence for Sustainability
Development Awards

CII-ITC Sustainability
Development Awards

2014-15

11

India Sustainability Leadership Summit & Awards

Best Rural Outreach

2015-16

12

100 Most Impactful CSR Leaders to Dr Jasmine
Gogia - Head - CSR, Sustainability & Occupational
Health , Global Listing from World CSR Day

100 Most Impactful CSR
Leaders

2015-16
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Year for
which the
award
received

Sr.
No.

Name of Awarding / Rating / Certifying
Organisation

Name of Award / Rating /
Certification / Theme

13

National CSR Leadership Congress and Awards

CSR Leadership Award

2016-17

14

Best Corporate Foundation Awards from World
CSR Day and Sustainability

Best Corporate Foundation
Award

2016-17

15

CSR Excellence Award by Indywood and the Govt
of Telangana

Best CSR practices in Natural
Resource development.

2017-18

16

CSR Excellence Award by Indywood and the Govt
of Telangana

Best CSR practices in
Environment Conservations

2018-19

17

IMC RBNQ

IMC Ramkrishna Bajaj
National Quality Award 2018
with special mention of CSR

2018-19

18

CII – ITC Centre of Excellence for Sustainable
Development (CESD)

CII-ITC Sustainability Awards
2019 - Commendation for
Significant Achievement in
Corporate Social
Responsibility

2019-20

19

KelpHR PoSH Awards

Best Organisation for PoSH !!!

2019-20

20

Centre for Energy, Environment, Urban
Governance, and Infrastructure Development,
Administrative Staff College of India, Hyderabad

Suz-HOOK selected as a
compelling and promising
Innovation under
INK@WASH (Innovations and
New Knowledge in Water,
Sanitation &
Hygiene) platform

2019-20

21

The international database on Indian Innovations
in WASH [Water, Sanitation and Hygiene]

The innovation, Suz-HOOK
included in the International
Database by UNDP globally

2020-21

22

Administrative Staff College of India’s Journal of
Management

The innovation, Suz-HOOK
published in ASCI’s Journal of
Management, March 2020

2020-21
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Audited Financial Report
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Way Forward
The COVID pandemic has adversely affected the progress made so far in VDC empowerment and “Zero
Programs” hence going forward one of the areas of attention would be to bring the VDC and “Zero Programs”
on track. With more and more collaboration with internal stakeholders including business teams and
employees, innovative products from business waste will be co-created for the neighboring community. The
positive experience of collaboration with Suzlon customer in Su-Jeevan Project ( A collaborative project that
was funded by ENEL, NORFUND and Suzlon ;managed by Suzlon Foundation and implemented by VMVF,
Qasab and Khamir) has encouraged us to seek more collaborative programs and converge resources for
greater good. The documentation of the experiences and best practices will help us in replicating.
It is clear that we need to continue the much appreciated Suz_Tain model, the strategy of empowering the
Village development committees and facilitate their movement from one stage to another while addressing
the basic needs and simultaneously focusing on the unarticulated needs of the disempowered using the “Zero
program”. The strategy would continue to be to address the strategic needs that emerge from the community
needs, the national agenda, the wind energy sector, the grassroots NGO partners and other for/ non-profits
in the arena.
The VDC and Zero programs needs rejuvenation and strengthening due to the time lost in the pandemic
which will be our immediate focus.
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Annexure 1: Special Project
SU JEEVAN projects
During 2021-22, various projects were initiated in Gujarat, under 'Su-Jeevan'. The Su_Jeevan project was
conceived to be implemented in Kutch region in the state of Gujarat in the neighbourhood of the Suzlon-EGP
(Enel Green Power) India Coral Wind farm project through a partnership approach to sustainability. Suzlon,
EGP and Norfund under their corporate social responsibility framework believe that business and its
environment are inter-dependent, and would like to focus on strengthening the organic link between them.
Hence the companies came together in this project to demonstrate the integration of economic,
environmental and social sustainability concept in practice. This project aimed to facilitate better access to
resources and enhanced quality of life of rural families in over 18 villages in Wind farm neighbourhoods of
Coral project in the Kutch region of Gujarat over a period of 1 year. This project was funded and supported
by Enel Green Power India Limited, Norfund and Suzlon, managed by Suzlon Foundation and implemented
by partners Khamir, Vivekananda Mahila Vikas Sansthan and Qasab.
The projects undertaken under 'Su-Jeevan' were as follows;
Implementing partners

Project

Khamir

KAPADA-Women Kala Cotton spinning Craft based livelihood

Khamir

UPYOG- Recycled plastic weaving-craft based livelihood

Khamir

CHARKHA- Cotton spinning Craft based prisoner rehabilitation

VMVF

SaSAKTI -Empowering rural development (village need based
interventions)

Qasab

RACHANA- Embroidery craft based livelihood

1. KAPADA initiative: Under the 'Kapda' initiative, training was provided to the villagers for spinning and
weaving Kala Coton, which is a locally grown and water efficient variety of cotton. During the year under
report, training was provided to 49 villagers (8 men and 41 women) from 9 villages.
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2. UPYOG initiative: Upyog initiative has created marketable products out of waste plastic by involving and
using traditional knowledge in weaving and modernizing it with new designs and approaches of economically
marginalized women from Lakhpat areas of Kutch, Gujarat. During the year under report, 85 women from 6
villages were provided training for recycled plastic weaving.

3. CHARKHA Initiative: Under this initiative, the training of prisoners at Palra Jail was conducted, in cotton
hand spinning skills using the Peti Charkha (Portable Spinning wheel) and weaving. During the year under
report, 8 prisoners from the Palra Jail were trained in hand spinning skills for rehabilitation and future
dignified livelihood.
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4. SaShakti Initiative: Under this initiative, it was proposed to offer need based solutions enhancing the
quality of life of people in terms of their access to water, education, on farm livelihood, environmental
services and health care in over 18 villages in Gujarat. A whole range of activities were implemented by
VMVF (Vivekanand Mahila Vikas Foundation) which included check-dam constructions in villages, water tank
installation, VDC (Village Development Committee) formation, SHG (Self Help Group) formation, livelihood
support for widows, distribution of sports kits, and COVID 19 kits distribution to the villagers.

5. RACHANA initiative: Under this initiative, women were supported to channelize their traditional skills for
dignified secondary income and sustain their cultural craft in the process. Capacity building of embroidery
craftswomen was done for working with commercial markets in the selected wind farm villages of Lakhpat
region in Gujarat. During the year under report, 125 women from 9 villages were provided training for the
traditional embroidery methods. They received fair wages for the embroidery created by them.
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Annexure 2: Stakeholders speak
_______________________________________________________________________________________
"I regularly provide vaccination cum treatment to my animals for the last three years, which has resulted in
better health of my animals and my animals are in good health. I was not aware of vaccination before the
Suzlon CSR programs. Now I too help in providing information to other pastorals about use of vaccination
and its impact."
Bheema Ram / Padma Ram Sain, Motisar village, Jaisalmer, Rajasthan
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
“Green fodder cultivation demonstration was very informative activity, we have implemented after learning
it under Suzlon CSR program. This has enhanced our income from fodder and farming.”
Mr. Mahipalsingh, VDC Member and Progressive farmer, Sandla village, Ratlam, Madhya Pradesh.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
"The drumstick plant cultivation orientation and sapling support from Suzlon CSR program has enhanced our
income. The drumsticks were quick to grow and were high yielding."
SHG Member, Valsang village, Sangli Maharashtra.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Our School was made green and amenities like bench and desk from Suzlon CSR program has helped students
and teachers to be more enthusiastic about learning and teaching. The image of our school is enhanced and
we are having enquires and new admissions.
Mr.Prem Sukh Kachhawaha - Head Master and staff, Govt. Upper Primary School – Begaria village,
Jodhpur, Rajasthan.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
“I have been using the grass cutting machine rented by VDC under the Suzlon CSR program for cutting the
fodder plants in my field. Initially I was hesitant about how it would work but once I operated the machine, I
felt good and it reduced the cutting time. This is convenient and affordable for farmers and also income for
the VDC. ”
Mr.Selvakumar, V.N.Kulam village, Radhapuram , Tamilnadu.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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_______________________________________________________________________________________
We had planted trees with a lot of effort on Chabala hills 5 years ago. We have been overseeing its growth
and survival. Now the hill is green around our wind turbine areas and it is a very pleasing sight.
Mr Jegadish, Site In charge, Vajrakarur, Andhra Pradesh.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
“Villagers used to go on motorcycles to Kambadur or Perur villages to bring drinking water from water
purification plants. It was a very tedious work for the men to bring water from 8 kms every day since ground
water was contaminated and lead to joint issues. After the installation of RO purification plant in my village,
there is easy access of drinking water for all”.
Mr Mallareddy , Local leader, Chenampalli Village, Anantapur, Andhra Pradesh
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
After the farmer training under Suzlon CSR program on Compost Manure Production and support of Decomposer microbial liquid, I have made 200 liters de-composer liquid and applied it on my farm saving money
by avoiding chemical fertilizers. It has improved my crop quality.
Mr. Bandu Ragunath Dangar, Shanimandal Villlage, Nadurbar, Maharashtra
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Annexure 3: Stories of impact
Water is the driving force of all nature!
Fatehgarh is a desert prone area of Jaisalmer, Rajasthan, where the land is dry. Toga village of this area was
suffering from acute shortage of potable water. There were only one or two average rainfalls in two to
three years.
The villagers collected the water from rain but for rest of the year they used to bring water tankers and
paying for the same.
In previous years villagers under the Suzlon CSR program implemented by NIDAN NGO, de-silting the existing
talab (Pond) of the village was done. The villagers contributed cash and did manual work with enthusiasm
and sincerelity. The capacity of talab has doubled after using local know how and technical specifications.
During the next rains the pond was full . Now the villagers have availability of water throughout the year.
Due to this they have saved Rs 2500/- per family and have enough water for their daily health and hygiene
actions. At this point in time about ten thousand animals of nearby villages are drinking water from this
talab and since there is low rainfall in the region , 6 nearby villages pickup water from this talab through
tankers for their village.
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Water cycle sustains life cycle!
Dhen Village is situated in hilly area of Satara and natural drinking water sources are available everywhere
in the rainy season. But after rainy season, drinking water sources are available at approximately 2 km from
Dhen village. So every villager has to walk 2 km every day to fetch drinking water. This drudgery of women
has been in practice for the last 20 years.
Under Suzlon CSR 2200 meter pipe was provided to Dhen Village in the previous year. The Dhen Villagers
contributed their labour and installed the pipe connecting the natural water source to the village. The
villagers are now able to access water 24 X 7 for all villagers. This has resulted in saving of 2 Km saving time
of 2 km walking in hilly area that can be used productively elsewhere.

Lighting up lives!
Thimmappa Banad is 48 years old, residing with his wife and a son at his farm land home near by
Hanamantappa Site Harpanhalli, Karnataka. His 2.5 acres of land is near to Suzlon Hanamantappa site where
he has constructed a small house and he has started residing there with no electricity connections. Using the
indigenously assembled solar home UPS (Uninterrupted power supply) unit by Suzlon CSR with support from
NEEDs NGO and with nominal expenses, his family is able to work even in the evening.
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A strong woman stands up for herself and also for others!
Kasturben is Gandhvi village in Kalyanpur block. She is 51 year old. She is a member of Avad Swashray Juth,
a women’s self-help group (SHG). She is very active in the SHG and because of her leadership skills she has a
leadership post in the SHG.
Kasturben is living in joint family. There are six persons in her family. . She was very poor, her husband was a
farmer. They used to do seasonal farming etc. Their monthly income was Rs.6000/-.
She heard about SHG that was initiated under
Suzlon CSR through GVT NGO and decided to join it.
Every month her SHG saves Rs.100. She wanted to
start business but did not have capital. She was able
to get loan of Rs.20000 from the SHG to start
business. She bought seeds for farming and repaid
it back. She then thought about starting a milk
business, so after repaying the loan, she availed a
loan of Rs. 50000 to buy a buffalo and after selling
the milk she repaid the loan and she is also earning
additional income.
After this, Kasturben bought machine to support her
in farming and a loan of Rs. 1,00,000 to buy 2
buffaloes. Now she has 4 buffaloes. Now her
monthly income from milk alone is 10 to 15
thousand per month. She has become independent
and also helps other women for starting their own
businesses. Her dream has come true and her
standard of living is higher.
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